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The use of social media differs according to the socio-cultural, demographic and psychological aspects of individuals. People chat, share ideas and visual material, and feel that they satisfy their needs of belonging along with the groups they have joined. Social media is not only a domain of freedom where individuals express themselves overtly or secretly, but also an area where several ways of violence emerge or even a means used for some aspects of violence. Being an interactive medium and addressing quite a large number of users, social media issue has become rather sophisticated and problematic. As for the elements of violence in social media, the sites for women and child porn, visual material including excessive violence, campaigns of abuse towards certain people and institutions as well as black propaganda, attributing negative aspects, misdirecting people by assuming fake identities, different ways of theft in social media might be pointed out. The purpose of this study is to assess the media coverage regarding the news in which social media and violence coincide. Therefore, regarding the purpose of assessing the media coverage pertaining to the news in which social media and violence coincide, the news in three Turkish newspapers, namely, Zaman, Posta and Hürriyet have been examined with content analysis method for a three-month period, between November 1st and February 28th, 2014. The respective sampling was determined according to the highest circulation rate. The news have been examined according to the ratio of news coverage, news topics and news actors and the data obtained was processed quantitatively.
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Introduction

It is an undeniable fact that technology has somehow pacified mankind. Once introduced, it is almost impossible to intervene in the advancement of technology. This situation is defined as Frankenstein Syndrome by Postman (1982/1994, p. 21). Therefore, social media structures itself independent of both individuals and government. In other words, it is hard to control it. As Baudrillard indicated, the media shows itself not in building an administrative power, but in deviating it. Thus, individuals get imprisoned in themselves and unavoidably alienated.

It is undoubtedly the human beings that have created social media and ensured its continuity. It is also the human beings who establish the social and ethical laws of the communication in social media. Therefore, social media is not a matter independent of those who use it. While McLuhan (as cited in Baban, 2012) considers the media as a powerful, determining, autonomous and
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active subject, Baudrillard (as cited in Baban, 2012) takes it as an object and indicate that the media has no usage value (Baban, 2012, p. 72). However, the point that both theorists agree with respect to the way they handle the media is technological determinism.

Technological determinism is to explain social reality and historical processes on the basis of technological development and technological equipment. At the source of technological determinism lies the myth of autonomous technology. According to the respective myth, technology affects almost all levels of social organization from the forms of institutionalization to various ways of socialization. Hence, technology is considered as a power which forcibly surrounds or determines the actions of individuals. (Baban, 2012, p. 73)

It is usually thought that technological development pacifies humanity. Once constructed, technology cannot be interfered. Thus, social media structures itself independent of both individuals and governments; it cannot be controlled. Again Baudrillard (as cited in Üşür, 1997, p. 29) have discussed that the media shows itself not in the creation of government, but in derailing of it. As a result, individuals get imprisoned in themselves and alienated. Gramsci (as cited in Üşür, 1997, p. 29) has analyzed the ideology which is not based on force as well as the indirect and acknowledged hegemony.

Different from Marx, Gramsci defines civil society as a domain constituting all the institutions out of production practices. Being the area of philosophical, literary, artistic, cultural etc. social practices, civil society is mainly the processing area of ideology on intellectual and moral levels and with respect to ideological struggles, it directly provides a basis for hegemony. Moreover, according to Gramsci (as cited in Üşür, 1997), ideology is functional in the configuration of production processes, and thus, is one of the fundamental social practices enabling the harmony between the infrastructure and the superstructure. (Üşür, 1997, p. 45)

Ideological dominance is structured within ideological instruments. Ideology is experienced through the rituals embedded in ideological instruments and emerges in a formation functioning mainly as the mechanism of naming and defining. This process is somehow the formation of subjects. Ideology names and identifies subjects. Hence, by means of the practices in these rituals, the subjects realize their positions through certain actions, such as defining, corresponding, worshipping, voting, defending their countries etc. Referring to Althusser (Üşür, 1997) has stated that the ideas of a subject are in fact his or her material actions defining the ideological instrument where the ideas of subjects arise from and taking place in the material practices organized by the rules of rituals.
All kinds of consciousness are related to the production and transformation of social practices. Overall, ideology is a doctrine transforming mostly concrete political, socio-economic and cultural social theories about all institutions into practice ideologies can gain contemporary interpretations by getting inspired from the past (Kazancı, 2001). According to both subjective and objective specifications; on the other hand, designation of social consciousness; is constituted by productive powers of individuals, conditioning of production relations as well as the production of consciousness by individuals themselves.

With respect to the views of Althusser and the others (Üşür, 1997), the discussions over ideology aim to put forth how, in fact, media creates the content consisting of violence, because, needless to say, ideologies arise from needs. In this sense, social media produces its own ideology in accordance with the needs it creates. This ideological production also brings the elements of violence with it. Overall, how needs transform to violence in social media in this section.

The Concept of Violence

Defined as "a way of action ... based on the power physically and materially to hurt other creatures or to be harmed" (Violence, n.d.a), the meaning of violence can be extended to "the exertion of physical force so as to injure or abuse" or "injury by ... distortion, infringement, or profanation" (Violence, n.d.b). Violence refers to killing, doing intentional harm, destroying, robbing, expelling as the five basic forms. Standing out especially, killing appears as the extreme limit of violence (Violence, n.d.a). Overall, violence refers to both the use of physical force intended to bring about destruction, injury or harm and also the exhibition of unjustified, wrongful and illicit actions meant to daunt and dismay.

Florea (2013) discusses that violence has so far been an indispensable part of our lives and asserts that either as children or adults, we can be seen frequently every day. It does not matter if we are children or adults, we might be the "aggressors, victims or witnesses of an aggression" (p. 350). Indeed as a consequence of political, economic or social reasons, in today's world any incident might easily trigger deep-rooted aggression.

As for the most common types of youth violence in social media, cyber bullying/victimization, harassment, electronic dating aggression/cyber-stalking, gang violence, peer-to-peer violence including school shootings and cyber-suicide (Patton, Eschmann, & Butler, 2013, p. 549) can be mentioned. Recently, new national phenomenon called internet banging, . Recently, new national phenomenon called internet banging, has been reported by media outlets, in which individuals involved in gangs or neighborhood factions use social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube to incite dares, trade insults or make threats of violence which may result in homicide or victimization. These examples clearly indicate the extremities of the Internet abuses (Patton et al., 2013, p. 549).
Furthermore, cyber-bullying can be defined as a form bullying which is exercised by using electronic technology including "cell phones, computers, and tablets as well as communication tools including social media sites, text messages, chat, and websites ... willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers ... and other electronic devices" (Hinduja & Patchin as cited in Best, Manktelowa, & Taylor, 2014).

As for the examples of cyber-bullying, "mean text messages or emails, rumors sent by email or posted on social networking sites, and embarrassing pictures, videos, websites, or fake profiles" (What is Cyberbullying, n.d.) can be brought up. Van Laer (2013) defines the potentially harmful effects of cyber harassment as "emotional distress ... withdrawal from social network sites or even life itself". In the same way, referring to the study conducted by Ybarra and Mitchell (2004) indicate that cyberbullying may appear in different forms as seen in sending unwanted, derogatory, or threatening comments, spreading rumours, sending pictures or videos that are offensive or embarrassing by text, email, chat, or posting on websites including social networking sites (Görzig & Frumkin, 2013). Generally speaking, utilization of electronic devices and social networks for the purpose of victimizing, harassing, distressing and pressurizing people seem to be the general aspects of cyber-bullying. Generally speaking, utilization of electronic devices and social networks for the purpose of victimizing, harassing, distressing and pressurizing people seem to be the general aspects of cyber-bullying.

So far as for the incidents of violence on social media; on the other hand, porn sites especially child porn, visual material displaying excessive violence, campaigns of abuse towards individuals and institutions or black propaganda, negative labeling, misdirecting people by establishing contact with fake identities (for instance, kidnapping or enslaving women and children on the pretext of employing them as well as the theft on social media (idea or money) can be mentioned. On the other hand, in the book The Technology of Nonviolence: Social Media and Violence Prevention, Bock (2012) states that social media could also be utilized to foresee and prevent the onsets of violence. Needless to say, rise of spontaneous, violent or abrupt occurrences, such as diseases, conflicts, contentions etc. can promptly be conveyed through social media.

In fact, violence arises in various ways through the mass media. Apart from the TV programs that reflect reality or rather convey it through a structuring process, representations of violence are observed in newspapers, magazines, particularly rap music etc. In the same way, violence can be noticed in toys and video games. In addition to all these, movies set up a category themselves. Moreover, the Internet content including particularly pornography as well as computer games can be mentioned. Generally, when the media texts, with a focus their contents, is considered, hardly any display where there is no visual representation of violence can be found (Yanikkaya, 2009). At this point, there seems to be a little opportunity to escape from the content potentially emanating violent content.
From another point, social media gives everybody the opportunity to write their own scenarios and become heroes or heroines. The way these people use social media would naturally differ as these scenarios are written by those having different values. Here, there is not a general, but an auto-control should be considered. However, this auto-control is related to value judgments and expression of identity of individuals. Probably social media makes everything, either positive or negative, is the world more conspicuous or normal. Social media produces the relationships within an intrinsic structure of meanings and discourses. The respective networks which were previously regarded as a realm of freedom for individuals in fact incarcerate them in virtual cages. The main purpose of joining the social media and surviving in that territory is the need of individuals to express themselves to the others and also expect to be perceived important by them. According to R. Sennet (2006/2009), the three deficiencies of structural change are; low corporate loyalty, reduction of informal confidence and decrease in corporate knowledge.

Considered with respect to voluntary participation of individuals to social and urban organizations, social media is a domain of social capital. However, being in this network sometimes may lead to tragedies as well, as particularly seen in the incidents of domestic or institutional violence. Especially children and young people may tend to display lack of "respect, responsibility, honesty, kindness, justice, or tolerance" (Willard as cited in Berson, Berson, & Ferron, 2002). Emile Durkheim has already put forward how important it is for individuals to be a part of a class. "Identity is related to where you belong to rather than what you do; it is a general rule" (Sennet, 2006/2009, p. 55). Generally speaking, while this new media appears as a neo-public sphere, it also poses a threat for the violation of ethical codes.

Each society expects its members to display the ability to take action to some extent, to represent and play roles as expected. As a society gets fragmented, such actions begin to be expected from the members of these fragments rather than individuals. Then, actions are supported by silent expectations, not individual abilities just as the role of an actor or actress should be in harmony with whole formed by the other roles. According to Sennet (2006/2009), in such a social atmosphere structured accordingly, social ability tends to prevent individual probability rather than encouraging it. There is no freedom of speech, and thus, any reality and political action, because of these social mannerisms are devoid of rhetoric and self-directed. Instead of revealing individuals, actors try to allude to the things that has not been mentioned until then, but known already.

As Immanuel Kant stated, nothing good comes out of the warped wood of humanity. There will always be bad people and bad things will be committed. According to this view, cultural theorists deny the existence of evil. They are just softhearted social workers. Show them a serious crime; they will try to explain it on the basis of the repercussions of a bad childhood. (Sennet, 2006/2009, p. 40)
As Heath and Potter (2004/2012) marked, the Industrial Revolution along with its consequences has been a disaster for human race. Living standards of those in developed countries have ascended; nonetheless, societies have gone inconsistent and dissatisfied. Consequently, human dignity has been undermined. Furthermore, these powers have also brought about psychological and physical problems especially in the third world. Hence, the nature has been destroyed mercilessly. In a world where modern technology has created a holistic hegemony and control system as well as nature has been systematically destroyed, people have unavoidably turned to nothing but excessively socialized and obsessed masses who are in strict conformity with the imposed order. As Guy Debord and Jean Baudrillard (as cited in Heath & Potter, 2004/2012, p. 140) have indicated, in the Society of the Spectacle, we live in a world where everything is a representation or an illusion. The matrix is real and always with us. Then, who cares what is right or wrong?. Everything is just a struggle for by whom the reality is defined (Heath & Potter, 2004/2012, p. 156).

Despite the use of easiness it provides to share different views and emotions, we can hardly say that social media has noticeably changed and shaped the real world. Twitter, Facebook and the other social networks function as platforms where individuals express their opinions about anything, anytime. Nevertheless, certainty and continuity of these ideas are quite debatable. Instantaneous approvals and quick transformations with regard to different ideas make us question the reliability of this medium. From this point of view, it can be suggested that social media is more effective as a means of advertising and marketing. Delivering products and providing services to customers quickly, continuously and interactively on social media has surpassed the traditional media.

Social media is an important area to realize social practices and sharing of realities. The way of using the information shared on social media brings up significant effects in economic, social and cultural dimensions. Masuda (as cited in Başaran, 2010) suggests that:

*Information produces itself as it is used. Sharing of processes and information as a whole leads to more information production and sharing. Therefore, socio-economic development is noticed instantaneously. As a result, access to information by everyone in a society brings about a series of economic, cultural and political changes: centralization, standardization, abuse of labor and monopolies in industrial production would end and a pluralistic marketing conception will overcome. As more people would have access to more information, referendums could be held by just pressing a button; in addition, the privilege of the administrative elites to make decisions would be shifted by participatory democracy. Consequently, international harmony and understanding would be achieved.* (p. 72)
Despite the revolutionary model, if proper interventions are not made, information and communication technologies may cause the creation of "a controlled society". During the last decade of the 20th century, the developments and practices in information and communication technologies have been interpreted as the realization of the information society theses along with the developments leading to the new forms of society, economy, culture and politics. In this new form, image and reality are intertwined. Trying to experience and feel the reality without totally getting away from it while getting alienated from both society and themselves by gradually disappearing in virtual reality, there would be individuals have become rather important in the value system of this new social order.

Foucault suggests that there are four discourse "technologies" enabling individuals to understand and transform themselves: production technologies, sign systems, power and individuality. According to Foucault what is meant by "technology" is a series of discursive practices. Foucault's power technologies "determine the behavioral patterns of individuals and oblige them to encounter certain consequences and accept domination" (Foucault as cited in Motion & Leich, 2007). While power technologies are imposed, identity technologies are chosen by individuals to create, change or transform identity.

Here the technology is public relations as discourse practice. Determining behavioral patterns, formation of identity and enabling the adoption of power technologies to manipulate individuals as desired are the responsibilities of public relations. Inefficiency in expressing oneself along with lack of confidence and knowledge is a serious obstacle between administration and people. Therefore, it gets really difficult for the public to understand the rules and regulations developed by administration. At this point, the jargon used by administration and conformity should be considered together. It is interesting that as long as conformity is maintained, the message of administration can be received. Otherwise, the rights might be lost. Public sphere assumes contemporary self-management principle based on critical thinking and consent. Wholeness aims at managing itself and apart from giving importance to reciprocity; it is the domain of equal participation and free discourse. Public sphere always resists the pressures of both dominant state and capital. Moreover, public sphere is a domain where ideas and actions are shared in social life. Thus, public sphere includes various concepts, such as public opinion, daily practices and culture.

All democratic societies regard communities and nations as having public aspects. On the other hand, it is assumed that there are domains public spheres, which have been formed by collective subjects. Social media too refers to these new domains brought to the top by social media. However, expected to be independent and democratic, social media has begun to be questioned as it is continuously monitored and controlled. In fact, social media appears as an area where poems, discourses and emotions are shared, which provides a kind of shelter for individuals to get away from the real world. Başsoy (2011) mentions what Conan O'Brien, American talk show host and writer, once said: "the
Egyptian Government shut down Twitter during the riots in Egypt. However, there is only one way to send the rioters back their homes: "to re-open Twitter".

The views on social media are sometimes expressed instantaneously without revealing identities; thus, they are usually temporary. Different topics are mentioned by different people continuously. Similarly, sober judgments, odd replies or observations can also be seen. However, collective discourses and actions on social media have no continuity at all. Besides, such views do not bring about any sanctions. Therefore, social media appears as a kind of relaxation area. Here the aim is not to convince each other, but use the so-called area of freedom transiently.

According to Habermas (as cited in Slattery, 2003/2007, p. 437), public sphere is an area where individuals think and ponder about common topics, participate in sensible discussions and come to conclusion on particular issues through particular processes, means and situations. Nevertheless, critical stance against technology is in contrast with the view that computers will reshape public life, because he discusses that science and technology are used not only to abuse humanity and nature, but also increase the profit as well the social control of monopolist capital. Furthermore, science and technology are developed in accordance with the interests of corporations rather than the benefit of humanity. Although it is claimed that the Internet or social media create a public sphere emancipating individuals, surveillance over social media networks refutes this thesis.

In today's economic world, less than a million of elites control 80% of the world's riches. Most of this control is exercised by means of the ownership of press and TV, publishing, film production companies as parts of media holdings that have a thrilling power. According to Pilger (2002), [media companies] transformed most of "the information society" to a media age which allows the repetition of politically "secure" information and makes "nation builders" of extraordinary technology acceptable. Pilger (2002) also asserts that "global economy" is the most important enterprise of the media.

Dystopia is usually defined as authoritarian or rather totalitarian administration along with oppressive social control to create a better and probably a perfect society even at the expense of contradiction to humanistic approaches and attempts. Today, many societies transform to dystopias or anti-utopias through globalization ideology. In this sense, it would not be wrong to suggest that globalization ideology and anti-utopias with respect to a warning to mankind display similar aspects. The similarities between anti-utopias and globalization ideology are usually around technological developments, control and manipulation over individuals, suspicion related to the reliability of structured information, lack of confidence, consent to dominant power and loss of values. From economy-political perspective, social media and the Internet might be considered as a means contributing to anti-utopias.

The new conception of economy has always indicated the new order it exists. According to Atabek (as cited in Güngör, 2011, p. 175) with the introduction of the new conception of economy, the traditional relationship of the capitalist age between labor and capital has ended and it has been replaced
by a new global order determined by the ownership of knowledge. Güngör (2011) has mentioned that what is meant by information society is nothing but the conceptualization of capitalism by Bill Gates. In his book, Gates draws attention to various points that have arisen as a result of communication technologies, namely new researches for business, new relationships at work, new way of working, new production relationships and new trends in bureaucratic structure.

According to Güngör (2011) in today's world surrounded with computer technology, the issue that can be associated with ethics is simply privacy. In other words, privacy managed to remain unchanged in the world where capitalism made everything a commodity until the threatening advent and development of audio-visual techniques. As a result, capitalism has the potential power based on the observer and the observed. On the other hand, under the respective power relations lay the economic conditions. The Internet along with e-mail service is one of the most effective areas where privacy is concerned. It is not only the content which is conveyed via these addresses; each address is a matter of privacy. In addition, from the perspective of corporations, the time that employees use to read the mails is loss of labor in economic sense. The discussions, particularly those of Marxist fractions about communication technologies, stress the hegemony of the developed countries over the underdeveloped ones by means of technology and draw attention to the fact that neo-colonization grows up on the basis of technology.

As Güngör (2011) suggested, although the world seems to be getting uniformed, in fact it is going through differentiation and fragmentation. It is the line between knowledge and lack of knowledge that divides and fragments the world. Meanwhile, globalization is just a camouflage. In a world where technology is developing very fast, "McLuhan's utopia has been replaced by Orwell's black utopia. Computer technologies have increased the surveillance and control of individuals almost everywhere to such an extent that they feel as if they are watched even in their private spheres by an electronic eye" (Lyon as cited in Güngör, 2011, p. 177). The earthshaking Wikileaks incident has clearly shown that people are enslaved by the technology they have created. However, it should be remembered that technology is just a means. In fact, the crucial matter is the power and benefit relationships among those who use the power. Moreover, social media contributes to the strengthening of hegemonic relations. While the communication between the dominant powers and people is getting easier thanks to social media, those who are governed unconsciously recognize this dominance with their own consent. Joining the fan sites of politicians and expressing the admiration, promoting approval and solidarity all refer to the concept of consent as suggested by Gramsci. Thus, social media functions as a domain of hegemonic relations. To some extent, social media can be regarded as an informal area of communication. The diffusions and relations at different levels in this media might also be useful for the analysis of the alliances formed in modern societies. Apart from their ethnic and religious origins, individuals get into communication and interaction in the areas based on similarities along with communities, groups and societies. It should be
noted that they may encounter contradiction and threat with respect to the domains of such alliances formed by numerous groups (Güngör, 2011).

People from different backgrounds can meet each other by means of social media and these encounters may even in marriage. Today, it may be claimed that social media both strengthens and also weakens family structure. Parallel to the developments on social media, colonization through language has been more conspicuous. Social media may play a role for the diffusion and reproduction of dominant culture. In addition, social media has transformed the consumption styles along with shopping habits. As a result of the facilitation of shopping on the Internet, consumers may easily fall into the trap of consumerism. Similarly, due to quick and easy payment opportunities, they buy many things that they do not relay need. Consequently, a hyper-consumption society is unavoidably created, which refers to the characters in anti-utopias, who has lost their individuality and rationality. As Güngör (2011) has stated, the other side of the transformations towards anti-utopias can be noticed in consolidation of the top levels of hierarchical orders, the divisions and disorders in society as well as the inequality in access to the information on the net and social media. Different sectors in a society that do not have equal opportunities will eventually begin to disappear and as a result, fragmentations strengthen the hierarchical order and freedoms are restricted.

Overall, restrictions on freedoms unavoidably lead to the disintegration of social values. The members of a society that feels continuous oppression is somehow obliged to express themselves by resorting to violence. By means of social media which provides the comfort of getting away from facts, the practice of violence becomes rather easier. Since social media creates the dilemma of being somewhere and also not really being there, individuals may normalize violence by continually being exposed to loss of values in this hazy reality. As violence heightens, more restrictions on freedoms are imposed, which in turn brings about a vicious circle.

Method

Regarding the purpose of assessing the media coverage pertaining to the news in which social media and violence coincide, the news in three Turkish newspapers, namely, Zaman, Posta and Hürriyet have been examined with content analysis method for a three-month period, between November 1st and February 28th, 2014. The respective sampling was determined according to the highest circulation rate.

Initially, the news in which social media and violence coincide has been selected. For this purpose, the pieces of news were chosen in these three newspapers according the extensive definition of violence. In order to find out the pieces of news about violence, some key concepts have been determined among various definitions of violence:

1. The act or an instance of violent action or behavior.
2. Exertion of abusive or unjust, unwarranted or unlawful force for the purpose of violating and damaging.
3. Abuse or injury to meaning, content or intent.

In this regard, the news about social media has been held with respect to the following categories:

1. Social media as the generator of violent acts (social upheavals, misdemeanors, domestic violence, cyber-bullying etc.).
2. The use of social media to create and exert physical as well as emotional harm and disturbance with respect to the aggrieved parties.

Social media can be used to raise consciousness against violence within the context of media literacy. Thus, the news was examined both thematically and lexically. Concerning the beginning, the news containing the themes above was determined. Then, a content analysis was carried out according to lexical items in each piece of news, which pertain to the definitions of violence.

Firstly, the ratio of the news in which social media and violence coincide was determined in the three newspapers chosen according to the highest circulation rate as the sampling of this study. Then, the news topics were analyzed in order to find the weighty issues in the three newspapers and the ratio of the issues has been calculated with regard to the total number of the news where social media and violence overlap. Topics were arranged in the following categories:

1. Internet content including sex and violence-sharing and spreading obscene material.
2. Internet addiction.
3. Desensitization to violence.
4. Problems of interpersonal relationships.
5. Cyber-bullying.
6. Hate speech through social media.
7. Social media investigating violence particularly during public upheavals-sports.
8. Social media as a preventive factor against violence.
9. Others including the impact of electronic media violence along with the prevalence and predictors of internet bullying as well as electronic media and violence as an emerging public health problem.

Finally, keeping in mind the fact that news form and news content is quite inseparable from each other; a further analysis has been done in order to find the news actors in the respective news. The following actors were identified as:

1. Experts/specialists.
2. Protestors/activists.
3. Non-profit organizations.
5. Others.

Evaluation

As a preliminary step, the ratio of news coverage for the issues on violence and social media has been determined (Figure 1).

*Figure 1. Ratio of News on Violence in Posta, Hürriyet and Zaman*
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The reason for the relatively high ratio of the news on violence and social media in Zaman results from a quite extensive coverage for this issue through in-depth interviews and analyses. As a prominent topic, it is pointed out that those who are exposed to violence particularly on the Internet are more likely to perpetrate violence.

The news coverage in Posta, as a tabloid newspaper, is usually around fights, quarrels, attacks and even murders committed as a result of sharing or dispensing particularly private information on social media along with the mobbing through the Internet.

As a mainstream newspaper, Hürriyet, usually highlights the views of the experts on social media and violence and features the question whether or not social media can be utilized to help prevent violence in social life, sports and schools. These experts are academics and specialists in the fields of education and human development, public policy and higher education, teaching and learning, as well as psychology and human development. While the same approach seems to be observed in Zaman by voicing the views of the academics, there is an overt preponderance of the news related to social media oriented acts of violence in Posta.

Briefly, parallel to the intellectual level of the newspapers, how the respective issues are held shows difference. A more detailed analysis pertaining to the total ratio of the news topics correlated with violence in the respective newspapers can be seen in Figure 2.
Considering the overall news coverage in the respective newspapers, social media functioning as a preventive factor against violence seems to be most frequently mentioned issue through the views of experts and specialists. Generally speaking, it is highlighted that unconscious or uncontrolled use of the power of social media may lead to the spreading of hate speech, infringement of personal rights, psychological attacks, symbolic violence, broadcasting private visions without the consent of the interested parties, deceiving people with fake accounts, spread of negative discourses intending to abuse, harassment and insult along with the circulation of malevolent views and information.

As a preventive factor against violence, social media appears as an area for protesting the excessive use of power by the police. In this context, the suggestions of the EU about including civil society to decision making mechanisms in a more institutionalized way along with the dismay for the violence exercised by the police as well as the acts of violence committed by the demonstrators organized on social media have been displayed.

Another example related to this category can be given as setting agenda on social media by the Turkish Temperance Society as a result of excessive consumption of alcohol leading to an escalation not only in the rates of traffic accidents, but also the acts of violence.

Consideration of people for stray animals has also been expressed through social media within the context of preventing cruelty to animals. Similarly, social media has been suggested as an alternative to prevent violence particularly in football.
Moreover, pressure over social media helped postpone the execution of a religious leader in Bangladesh. It was also mentioned that if the execution were realized, acts of violence would appear.

It is not surprising that the second issue referred widely in the respective newspapers is the Internet content including sex and violence, particularly sharing and spreading obscene content. The most important threat to young people and children is seen as the adult sites, social networks containing violence and sex, which may even stimulate early adolescence along with psychological disorders.

The students who have been exposed to violence tend to exercise violence on the others. Sometimes quarrels even fights among young people arise even as a result of sharing stuff on social media. For instance, the legislative proposal by a German MP against mobbing on Facebook–video recording and sharing without the consent of related parties particularly during classroom activities– has been mentioned.

The most dangerous means of violence are seen computer games and videos, which arouse sympathy towards violence, which may easily lead to desensitization to violence.

Pretty low ratio of media coverage about this problem indicates that although there are a considerable number of especially young people suffering from cyberbullying, it is not known as a concept yet. As for hate speech on social media, Instigating and displaying violence against certain (religious) groups, particularly women through social media has been given coverage.

An evaluation with respect to the total ratio of news actors in the news including social media and violence in Zaman, Hürriyet and Posta can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Total Ratio of News Actors in the News, including Social Media and Violence in Zaman, Hürriyet and Posta
As for the news actors, the most frequently referred news actors are experts and specialists, including media professionals, psychologists, psychotherapists, counselors, academics and also a legal expert of informatics. Overall, it can be inferred that the newspapers have a rather objective attitude towards violence and social media through the views of professionals.

Secondly, non-profit organizations are also mentioned as they voice their concern about certain social issues or launch campaigns to raise awareness towards serious problems. As for some examples, Reporters without Borders, Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, manageress of a women’s refuge, the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) can be given.

How politicians are referred in the news about social media and violence is quite interesting, because there seems to be a common complaint even charge from the government side towards social media as it is accused of spreading innuendo, rumor and slander as well as instigating violence. Contrary to this approach, opposite parties or sides accuse the government for exercising surveillance and oppression over social networks. Finally, the relationship between social media and violence is also pointed out through the reports and comments of reporters and columnists.

Today more and more people own at least one form of new media technology and they use it with increasing commonness. The outbreak of technology and its use by ever increasing people undoubtedly brings about various potential benefits that mainly include connectedness and accumulation of knowledge on a large number of topics. However, the new forms of media technology have the potential risk of being misused or even abused. In other words, people may easily fall victim to the embarrassment, aggression, harassment and even threats of physical abuse. Such a risk, in fact, has been capturing vast attention.

**Conclusions**

Social media that is supposed to contribute to the maintenance of societies where democracy and multiplicity prevail could be an effective means for structuring, directing and internalizing the given ideology. Although the internet or social media are supposed to create a public sphere emancipating individuals, the fact that the social media networks are under control and surveillance refute the thesis that those virtual media are really open forums. Besides, the content incorporating violence does not only produce negative effects on the users but also makes them somewhat dysfunctional.

Nevertheless, unconscious or uncontrolled use of the power of social media may lead to the spread of hate speech, infringement of personal rights, psychological attacks, symbolic violence, broadcasting private visions without the consent of the interested parties, deceiving people with fake accounts, spreading negative discourses intending to abuse, in addition to mobbing, harassment and insult along with the circulation of malevolent views and information on the Internet.

Although it was introduced at the beginning of 2000’s in Turkey and is still in its infancy, media literacy seems to be given prominence gradually in
printed media through the views of experts and specialists. It might be inferred that there is an attempt to raise consciousness toward the potential threat that unconscious and uncontrolled use of social media may bring about. Thus, regarding the news coverage pertaining to violence and social media, the respective issues seem to be held quite objectively to draw the attention of the public to the potential threats that the abuse of social networks may cause as well as to raise consciousness for media literacy instead of merely vilifying social media. In this respect, preventive and protective measures against the offensive content as well as reasonable and proper use of social media are highlighted.
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